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Title word cross-reference

3 [ASD+20].  

6TiSCH [RVDA20].

ACM [DP20], Activities [JPGM20], Activity [LMX+20], Aerial [BMPM20], Agriculture [BMPM20], AI [DSS+20], algorithms [DSS+20], All-wireless [MCRP20], Application [PDM+20], Approach [GGBD20], Architecture [ND20], Attestation [AC20], Authenticating [JLZ+20], Authentication [KKBL20], Authorization [KKBL20], Automatic [PDM+20], Autonomous [BMPM20].

Aware [SAGT20], Backscatter [KKG+20], Based [BMPM20], BA20, GGBD20, HST+20, LMX+20], BLE [MCRP20], Bluetooth [SBR20], Bonseyes [DSS+20], Bringing [DSS+20], Camera [HNB+20], Cameras [KQT+20], Capacitor [LMX+20], Capacitor-based [LMX+20], Channels [JLZ+20], Classification [ACS20, GGBD20, HST+20], Cloud [TPFF20], Cloud-smart [TPFF20], Clouds [ASD+20], Collection [TPFF20], Communication [SAGT20], Components [GGBD20], Computing [KKBL20], Connected [HNB+20], Conquer [GGBD20], constrained [ACS20], Consumption [KSBD20], Continuous...


Fine [PDM+20]. Fine-grained [PDM+20]. Framework [MCRP20].


Kinetic [LMX+20]. Kinetic-powered [LMX+20].


Network [HNB+20]. Networks [EFO+20].

Objects [ASD+20]. Online [ACS20]. Optimal [SAGT20]. Optimization [KSBD20].


Querying [TPFF20].
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